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1. Introduction  

 

In this talk I take a stance on the analysis of wh in situ interrogatives by arguing that Lombard dialects 

provide evidence for at least two patterns of in situ constructions, one of which is amenable to an 

analysis in terms of remnant IP movement à la MUNARO,POLETTO&POLLOCK 2001, while the other 

can be analysed as patterns of wh in situ strictu senso, i.e. in sentence-internal position, see 

MANZINI&SAVOIA 2011.  

 

I will focus on two Lombard dialects: comunuovese (CN), an Eastern Lombard dialect (Bergamo, 

Northern Italy), and the dialect of Cavergno (CA), an Alpine Lombard dialect spoken in Valle Maggia 

(Canton Ticino, Southern Switzerland). For the sake of clarity, I will focus on interrogative featuring 

the wh element what, which has up to three allomorphs, each exhibiting a peculiar distribution, see 

CARDINALETTI&STARKE 1994, POLETTO&POLLOCK 2009 (but see MANZINI 2014).  

 

The main goals of this work are: 

2. some notes on wh in sentence-internal position in Lombard dialects.  

3. an analysis on the basic and the –è type in CN. Following some syntactical tests mainly provided 

by MUNARO,POLETTO&POLLOCK 2001, MANZINI&SAVOIA 2011 and BONAN 2018, I will show the 

occurrence of these wh-items and more precisely if:  

(i) they can occur in initial position; 

(ii) they occur in sentence-internal position in embedded contexts;  

(iii) these wh-items are sensitive to islands; 

(iv) wh-arguments and wh-adjuncts can occur between the verb and the adjunct in the first case 

and between the verb and its argument in the second. 

The results show a strong asymmetry between the two wh-items in their syntactic distribution. It 

is possible to think that they are different types of a wh-element and that they can be analysed in 

different ways. 

4. a brief analysis on the wh-structure, [kuz ɛ-u], attested in sentence-internal position in the dialect 

of Cavergno, (a).  

 

(a)  a  i ét mangèu   cus è-u!?                  CA 

A you=have eat  what.is.it 

‘what did you eat!?’ 

 

This structure is composed by: (i) the wh ‘what’, (ii) the copula and (iii) the enclitic subject of the 

third singular person. The ‘inverted cleft’ can be derived straightforwardly from the cleft construction 

by adopting remnant movement of the IP à la MUNARO,POLETTO&POLLOCK 2001. 
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2. Same notes on wh-in situ in Lombard dialects 

 

In several Lombard dialects such as the one spoken in Comun Nuovo (Bergamo), ‘what’ has three 

possible forms: sa, cosa, cosè – for similar alternations in Lombard dialects, see POLETTO&POLLOCK 

2009; POLETTO&VANELLI 1997, MANZINI&SAVOIA 2011; MANZINI 2014. 

Full wh-phrases can appear in sentence-internal position and, as noticed in MANZINI&SAVOIA 

2011, they can be divided into two different series: the basic and the ‘–è forms’.  

The basic type can occur: (i) in sentence-initial position, (1a); (ii) in wh-che constructions, (1b); 

(iii) in sentence-internal position, (1c), and (iv) in wh-doubling interrogatives, (1d) – data from 

MANZINI&SAVOIA 2011. 

 

1. a. còsa ta manget?                 Comun Nuovo 

what you=eat 

‘what do you eat?’ 

b. cu che   t è fècc?                Cavergno 

  what.that  you=have did 

  ‘what did you do?’ 

c. ta manget  còsa?                 Comun Nuovo 

  you=eat   what 

  ‘what do you eat?’ 

d. cùsa fa-la    cusè?               Olgiate 

  what does=she what            

  

Considering the internal structure of –è forms MANZINI&SAVOIA 2011 concluded that the final 

stressed -è coincides with the third person singular of be, (literally ‘what-is’). This final –è is attested 

not only with ‘what’-wh, but also with ‘where’ and ‘how’ wh, for example, CN: cosè, (i)ndoè, comè. 

Generalizing, in Lombard dialects this –è ‘form’ can occur: (i) in sentence-initial position, (2a); in 

wh-che interrogatives, (2b) – data from POLETTO&POLLOCK 2009; (ii) in sentence-internal position, 

(2c), and (iii) in wh-doubling structures, in which the –è type must occur sentence internally, (2d). 

 

2. a. cusè ta mangiat?                 Mendrisio 

  what you=eat  

  ‘what do you eat?’ 

b. cusè che ta mangiat?               Mendrisio 

  what that you=eat 

c. al mangia  cosè?                 Comun Nuovo 

he=eats   what 

d.  sa   sücet   cosè?                Corticiasca 

  what  happens  what 

  ‘what is it happening? 

   

From a morphological point of view, the etymology of the –è type is straightforward: cos’è (cleft) > 

cosè (wh). From a syntactic point of view, however, the derivation is a bit more complicated because 

one does not expect cleft-like structures to occur in sentence-internal position. 

 

 I will focus on the difference between these two wh full-phrases present in CN, showing that they 

could be considered as different types of wh-elements with a peculiar syntactic distribution.  
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3. Wh-in situ in Comunuovese 

 

CN shows three different wh-items of ‘what’, that could be divided into three types: (i) the clitic type, 

sa; (ii) the basic type, [ˈkɔza] and (iii) the –è type, [kuzɛ], characterized by a final stressed [ɛ]. 

The clitic-type sa behaves like a clitic as it cannot occur in isolation or be governed by a 

preposition, see (3a,b). Clitics wh are also banned in embedded clauses, see (3c) 

 

3. a. *sa?                      CN 

b. *de sa  é-l   dre a parlà? 

of what is=he  talking 

‘what is he talking about?’ 

c. *ma sa domande sa   (a)l  dis.           

   me=self=ask  what he=says 

 ‘I wonder what he is saying’ 

             

Clitic wh-elements trigger subject clitic inversion. In this dialect, SClI triggers a peculiar deictic 

temporal value, (4a); indeed it cannot occur with past and future tenses, (4b). This peculiar structure 

occurs only in special questions, in the sense of OBENAUER 2006. 

 

4. a. sa   fa-l?                    CN    

    what  does=he 

    ‘what is he doing!?’ 

     b. *sa  ha-l   facc / farà-l?               

    what  has=he did  / will.do=he 

    ‘what did he do/will he do?’ 

 

Differently from other Lombard Dialects, the clitic wh-item cannot be doubled by a wh-element in 

sentence-internal position, (5a). Wh-doubling is never permitted. 

 

5. a. *sa  fa-l   còsa/cosè?               CN 

 what he=does what 

 

CN shows another clitic wh, ndo. It is one of the three wh-items of ‘where’: there is also a basic type, 

ndòe, and a –è type, ndoè. 

The placement in the syntax of interrogatives of this adverbial clitic-wh is the same of sa: it cannot 

occur in isolation or be governed by a preposition, (6a), and it cannot occur in embedded questions, 

(6b). It exclusively occurs in sentence-initial position in co-occurrence with SClI, i.e. triggering 

inversion, (6c). This special question is possible only if it is related to a deictic temporal value, (6d). 

 

6. a. * da ndo   rie-l                 CN 

from.where  comes=he 

‘where does he come?’ 

b. * ma sa domande ndo   a-l 

  me=self=ask  where goes=he 

  ‘I wonder where is he going’ 

c. ndo   core-l? 

  where runs=he 

  ‘where is he running!?’ 

d. * ndo  ha-l   corit/ corera-l 

  where has=he runs/ will.run=he 

  ‘where did he run / will he run?’ 
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Basic and –è types can both appear in sentence-internal position, (7a). 

 

7. a. te vést  còsa/cosè?                 CN 

you=see what 

‘what do you see?’ 

 

In CN, tests on the occurrence of the basic and the –è type in sentence-initial position show different 

results: the basic wh-element can appear both in sentence-initial and sentence-internal position, (8a), 

as noticed in MANZINI&SAVOIA 2011 for other Lombard varieties. Differently, the –è type cannot 

occur sentence-initially, but it must occur in sentence-internal position, (8b).  

 

8. a. (còsa)  al  fa   (còsa)?               CN 

what  he does what 

‘what he does?’ 

b. (*cosè)  al  fa   cosè? 

what  he does what 

‘what he does?’ 

 

As noticed in MANZINI&SAVOIA 2011, some Lombard dialects show wh in-situ construction in 

embedded contexts. Also CN shows embedded wh ‘in situ’, but again there is an asymmetry between 

the two types: the –è type must occur sentence-internally also in embedded clauses, while the basic 

type cannot, (9a,b).  

 

9. a. ma sa domande  al  fa   cosè/*còsa           CN 

me=self=ask  he=does what 

‘I wonder what he does’ 

b. ma sa domande  còsa/*cosè al fa 

me=self=ask  what   he=does 

‘I wonder what he does’ 

 

In accordance with the data shown in MUNARO,POLETTO&POLLOCK 2001, the basic type is sensitive 

to islands. Instead the –è type violates islands, (10a). 

 

10. a. i ha    est  i   omegn  che i maja  cosè/*còsa?   CN 

they=have  seen  the  man   that they=eat what 
??‘they have seen men that are eating what?’ 

 

It is possible to find an asymmetry between the placement of the two wh-items also in presence of 

weak islands, but with a less strong difference in acceptability than in ‘strong’ islands. In 

interrogatives with NEG, i.e. in co-occurrence with the post verbal negation mia, the –è type occurring 

in sentence-internal position is completely accepted, (11a), while the occurrence of the basic type in 

the same position is marginal.  

 

11. a. i vol    mia  cosè/??còsa?             CN 

thez=want  NEG what 

    ‘what don’t they want?’ 

 

I compare the placement of wh-arguments in sentence-internal position to that of the adjunct. The 

‘what’ base type cannot appear neither in sentence-internal position, neither between the verb and its 

argument, (12a,b). It must occur sentence-initially, (12c). 
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The –è type wh-argument can appear in both, (12a,b). The placement in sentence-internal position 

gives rise to an echo question, (12b) – as attested in Trevigiano, BONAN 2018. 

 

12. a. l ha   est  *còsa/cosè  in-dèl prat           CN 

she=had seen what   in.the garden 

b. l ha   est  in-dèl prat   *cosa/cosè          (ECHO) 

she=had seen in.the garden what 

     c. còsa  l ha est    in-dèl prat 

    what  she=had seen in.the garden 

‘what did she see in the garden?’ 

 

Starting from BONAN 2018, I consider the placement of the ‘where’ wh-adjunct element in sentence-

internal position to that of the argument selected by the verb. The basic type can occur after the verb 

and before the argument, instead the placement in sentence-internal position results marginal, (13a,b). 

The –è type cannot be placed between the verb and its argument, (13a); if it is placed after the 

argument, the interrogation is an echo question. 

 

13. a. l ha   est  ndóe/*ndoè  ol ca?           CN 

she=had seen where   the dog 

b. l ha   est  ol ca  ??ndóe/ndoè           (ECHO) 

she=had seen the dog where 

‘what did she see in the garden?’ 

 

To summarize:  

 

The –è type: 

(i) occurs in sentence-internal position; 

(ii) cannot occur in sentence-initial position; 

(iii) must occur sentence-internally in embedded 

questions; 

(iv) violates islands; 

(v) wh-arguments can occur between the verb 

and the adjunct 

(vi) wh-adjuncts cannot occur between the verb 

and its argument  

The basic type: 

(i) can occur sentence-internally; 

(ii) can occur in sentence-initial position; 

(iii) cannot occur sentence-internally in 

embedded questions; 

(iv) obeys islands; 

(v) wh-arguments cannot occur between the 

verb and the adjunct 

(vi) wh-adjuncts can occur between the verb and 

its argument 

 

The basic and –è types occupy different positions in the syntax of interrogatives; this may lead to 

consider this two wh-elements as different types of wh and may lead to a separate analysis of the two 

elements. 

As noticed by MANZINI&SAVOIA 2011, MANZINI 2014, there is no evidence for a remnant analysis 

of wh in sentence-internal position involving elements of the -è type. It is possible to consider an 

analysis of the wh in situ without movement, where the wh occupies its basic argument position.  

The tests on the CN basic type show us that there is a movement of the wh, but at present I cannot 

say whether it is in the high or low periphery. There are no strong motivations to support a remnant 

analysis à la MUNARO,POLETTO&POLLOCK 2001; for example the basic wh can occur between the 

verb and its argument. It is possible to study this element following an analysis à la BELLETTI 2006, 

BONAN 2018, i.e. considering a partial wh-movement in a low peripheral IP-internal or vP-internal 

wh-projection – an interrogative/focus position.   
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4. Wh-in situ at Cavergno 

 

The dialect of Cavergno shows a different interrogative ‘system’ than CN. 

SClI occurs in main interrogatives and in cleft constructions.  

The proclitic and the enclitic subjects of the third singular person differ in their morphological 

realization. The proclitic element is realized as [l] and appears in standard questions, (14a). The 

enclitic subject, [u], occurs in SClI structures.  

The interrogative inversion is permitted only in co-occurrence with the copula, as shown in (14a), 

but not in (14b). The interrogative constructions with and without SClI seem to be in free alternation. 

In occurrence of the third plural person, it is interesting to notice the same alternation between a 

structure with the proclitic form and one with the enclitic u, (14c). 

 

14. a. l è /  è u  tu?                  CA 

it=is is=it yours 

‘is it yours?’ 

b. ü mòrt? 

  he=bites 

  ‘does he bite?’ 

c. i è /    è u   töi? 

  they=are  are=they yours? 

  ‘are they yours?’  

 

Cavergno doesn’t show clitic wh-elements and exhibits the following pattern of wh-items: the item 

[ˈkɔza] occurs only in isolation, (15a); [ku] occurs in wh-che structures, (15b), and can be governed 

by a preposition, (15c).  

 

15. a. còsa? /*cu/*cuz?                  CA 

‘what?’ 

b. cu  c   u fa? 

  what that he=does 

‘what does he do?’ 

c. da cu(z) zi    dre a parlà? 

of.what  you.are  behind to talk 

    ‘what are you talking about? 

 

[kuz] occurs in cleft interrogatives. If the verb of the main clause is in present tense, SClI is attested, 

(16a), this subject clitic inversion cannot occur with past tense, (16b).  

 

16. a. cuz  è-u   c   u fa?               CA 

what  is=it   that  he=does 

  ‘what do you do?’ 

b. cu  d    l’èra   cu  i era mangèu? 

  what (that?)  it=was  that  they=had eat 

 

Crucially, ‘be’ is the only verb that triggers clitic inversion in the dialect of Cavergno. There is 

however evidence to argue that the cleft structure in (16a) has undergone grammaticalization – as 

argued for the wh est-ce que construction of French – as it may occur in sentence-internal position, 

yielding the following peculiar word order, (17a). This kind of interrogative structures gives rise to a 

special interpretation and are extremely rare.  
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17. a. a  i ét    mangèu   cus è-u!?           CA 

A you=have eat    what.is.it 

‘what did you eat!?’ 

 

The cus è-u type cannot occur in initial position, (18a).  

 

18.  a. *cuz è-u  si    dre   a mangè?          CA 

 what.is.it you.are  behind  to.eat 

‘what are you eating?’ 

 

CA doesn’t show wh in sentence-internal position in embedded questions, (19b); in this syntactic 

context cleft is the most used interrogative structure, (19a).  

 

19. a. am domandi  cus  è-u  ca  mangerì           CA 

me=ask   what is=it that will.eat  

‘I wonder what will you eat’ 

b. *am domandi  mangerì cuz è u  

  me=ask    will.eat what.is.it 

‘I wonder what will you eat’ 

 

In accordance with the data shown in MUNARO,POLETTO&POLLOCK 2001, the cus è u wh-structure is 

sensitive to islands, (20a). 

 

20. a. i ha vist     i öman  chi  mangia  *cus è u?       CA 

they=have seen the men that eat    what.is.it 

 

The ‘what’-argument in the cus è u realization have to appear between the verb and the adjunct, (21a). 

 

21. a. i ha vist     cus è u  in-dèl prati   (*cus è u)?      CA 

they=have seen  what   in.the graden  what.is.it 

 

Crucially it is possible to affirm that the cus è u wh-structure can only appear in sentence-internal 

position in main interrogatives. This structure gives rise to a special interpretation of the question and 

it is extremely rare. 

Basing on the pragmatically standard value of the clefts in CA – that are the most used 

interrogative structures – and the progressively loss of SClI, it is possible to hypothesize a process of 

grammaticalization of the cleft structure [WH+COP+CL3S]: 

 

[kuz ɛ u ke] (main clause) > [kuz ɛ u] > kuzɛ type. 

 

The ‘inverted cleft’ in (17) can be derived directly from the cleft construction in (16a) by adopting 

remnant movement of the IP à la MUNARO,POLETTO&POLLOCK 2001. 

The data from Cavergno show a possible link between clefts, wh est-ce que, and wh in situ. The 

literature on French interrogatives (ELSIG 2009 and references therein) shows the following pattern 

of evolution: wh fronting with inversion > wh fronting without inversion > wh est-ce que (with 

various degrees of grammaticalization) or wh + C (and mixed formulas, e.g. wh ce que, wh que c’est 

que) > wh in situ.  

I aim to verify whether a similar pattern of evolution can also be applied to the Lombard dialects 

I’m analysing.  
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